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ABSTRACT

Flexible bronchoscopy is a common procedure. Training in bronchoscopy is a complex process involving learning technical skills, understanding indications and contraindications, risks and benefits of the procedure, working within the team and communicating with patients. It is expected that a competent bronchoscopist is able to maneuver the scope through the anatomically complex bronchial tree, take samples, manage the sedated patient and communicate with the nursing staff. Learning the complex procedural skills in the clinical setting can be stressful, therefore current bronchoscopic training methodology should blend a number of learning methods including didactic lectures, web-based material, high and low fidelity simulators as well as supervised apprenticeship training. Simulation-based bronchoscopy training therefore has been explored as a mode of training bronchoscopy skills. In this article, the role of simulation-based bronchoscopy training is reviewed. The low fidelity and high fidelity virtual reality bronchoscopy models are described together with the evidence available to support the use of simulation for bronchoscopy training.
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1. Introduction

The first minimally invasive visualization using flexible bronchoscopy was performed in 1965 and since then has gained wide use with over 500,000 procedures being performed in the USA annually [1,2]. It is performed under awake sedation and permits not only examination but also sampling of the upper airways and bronchial tree [3]. Flexible fibreoptic bronchoscopy has a multitude of glass fibres transporting light from the light source to the end of the scope positioned in the bronchus and then bringing the image back to the high definition screen. Additionally, it has suctioning and instrumentation channels for obtaining samples. The bronchoscopist is supported by endoscopy nursing staff trained in the preparation and working of the equipment, handling samples obtained during the procedure and managing sedated patients. It is expected that a competent bronchoscopist is able to manoeuvre the scope through the anatomically complex bronchial tree, take samples, manage the sedated patient and communicate with nursing staff [4].
example, trainees may watch a video of a procedure or use a web-based e-learning module such as that available at British Thoracic Society (www.brit-thoracic.org.uk) or Essential Bronchoscopist (www.bronchoscopy.org) websites [10–12]. Evidence suggests that instructional videotaped, web-based educational material or even simple question and answer exercises can improve visual perception and discrimination skills of the learner, and provide cognitive skills essential for performing the procedure most likely through acquisition of anatomical knowledge, recognition of pathological abnormalities, technical information such as consenting, or knowledge of sedation and use of local anesthesia [4,11,13]. Although there is some evidence contrary to this [12]. These conflicting results may be explained by variations in e-learning programs, use of inappropriate assessment tools, or trainees’ lack of time and motivation of receiving the educational material due to clinical work pressure [12]. Despite the shortfalls there is suggestion that in order to achieve these challenges training e-learning modules, didactic lectures or video material are essential tools that may be combined with other modes of learning using educational technological developments such as simulation [14–16].

3. Simulation-Based Education

The concept of simulation was initially introduced in the airline industry as a cost-effective measure and reduces potential errors that may have catastrophic consequences [9]. Simulation permits trainees to acquire theoretical and technical skills through an interactive occasionally immersive educational activity through recreation of clinical experience without exposing patients to the associated risks [17–19]. However, in order to provide most effective simulation training learners require to interact with the simulator and simulation environment as if they were real [20]. It can help trainees develop muscle memory and hand-eye co-ordination [12]. A proportion of higher medical trainers may have chosen a career in respiratory medicine in the hope of performing bronchoscopies [5]. Traditional bronchoscopic training is based on a master-apprentice model utilizing Halstedt’s approach based on “see one, do one, teach one” principle, with trainees initially performing procedures on low-risk patients under close supervision and gradually progressing to more complex cases and independence [21,22]. However, this training model has its limitations. For example, from an educational perspective there is recognized variation in bronchoscopy training with reports suggesting that a fifth of the trainees not achieving the required number of procedures and skill [23–25]. Moreover, the clinical setting may not be the ideal learning environment for novices to acquire bronchoscopic skills, and may be associated with anxiety, variable experience and patient safety issues [5,26]. Hence, simulation has increasingly been used as an alternative mechanism of attaining bronchoscopy skills.

There is an ever increasing evidence base for the role of high fidelity virtual reality simulation bronchoscopy as a useful tool for novice trainees to acquire skills prior to performing the procedure on patients [6]. Moreover simulation may standardize assessing bronchoscopy competence, which currently is based on the record of number of procedures performed, subjective educational supervisors report and the outcomes of work-based assessments; the direct observation of procedural skills (DOPS), which grade competency based on multiple stages varying from performing the procedure under close supervision to being independent [11]. Simulation training within the confines of a controlled environment of the skills laboratory provides a safe training environment of practical procedures, enhances professional and learning experience, protects patients’ safety by reducing exposure to trainees’ deficiencies as well as protecting trainees from deficient training environment. Simulation bronchoscopy training may be delivered either as low fidelity and high fidelity simulation depending on the types of technology used. Low fidelity simulation relies on the use of inanimate models of upper airways and bronchial tree whereas high fidelity simulation uses specifically designed equipment based on computerized modules [27].

4. Low Fidelity Bronchoscopy Simulation

Initial reports described the use of animal models to acquire basic instrument handling to develop psychomotor bronchoscopic skills including lavage, biopsy and the removal of various foreign bodies [16,28]. However, it is well recognized that the use of animal models has its limitations due to ethical considerations as well as potential anatomical differences. As a result workshops using inanimate models have been introduced and have subsequently reported improved aspects of certain bronchoscopic psychomotor skills such as nasotracheal intubation; however only 35% of participants had an improvement in their performance [14]. This may be attributed to differences in the speed of skill acquisition and styles of learning. Interestingly, trainees who practiced using low fidelity inanimate models were more successful initially with bronchoscopy intubation skills compared with those learning using traditional approach [29]. This is most likely related to the improvement of the initial learning curve for bronchoscopy skills that may occur in the early stages of learning this procedure as a result of simulation training [12]. Occasionally, hybrid low fidelity models combining inanimate airway models have been used though the data on this hybrid training is limited [30]. The use of inanimate models for simulated bronchoscopy
training has its limitations such as the artificial appearances and the lack of adaptation and application for specific pathology [10,28]. A major pitfall of low fidelity bronchoscopy simulation is its lack of realism compared to the actual procedure. The reality aspect in the learning environment can be improved through incorporation of low fidelity inanimate models with a real bronchoscope [31]. Despite these limitations, perceptions from learners and trainers however suggest that both low and high fidelity bronchoscopy simulation provide equally enjoyable learning experiences [31]. Interestingly, learners report that some aspects of low fidelity bronchoscopy compared to high fidelity models provide a more realistic experience as the former involves the use of a real bronchoscope rather than a proxy instrument that is incorporated within the high fidelity model. However, the perception of trainers was that high fidelity simulators provide a more enjoyable learning experience due to the “halo” effect related to the pre-conception of the novelty of a higher degree of technological sophistication [31]. Moreover, high fidelity virtual reality models can make the educational experience more realistic through their ability to simulate aspects of bronchoscopy procedures such as such as cough, breathing, display of vital signs or bleeding. Importantly, low fidelity simulators are less costly, reusable and can incorporate a real bronchoscope. Considering the pros and cons of low and high fidelity simulators it may suggest that the former may be more suited to task-based teaching with and the latter virtual reality models providing high degree of realism with modular functions that may better suit more complex tasks [9].

5. Virtual Reality Bronchoscopy Simulators

Virtual reality incorporates a combination of human and computer interfaces, which may include the use of graphics, sensor technology, computing, or networking to allow the trainee to become immersed in and interact with the artificial environment [32,33]. Virtual reality simulation (VRS) can be used as a didactic means of delivering different training requirements incorporating a range of fidelity, teaching and assessment modes. Technological advances in computer technology, graphics, processor speed have permitted the development of bronchoscopy VRS [34]. Other specialties such as surgery and gastroenterology have been using VRS for training in procedures such as sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy, gastroscopy and laparoscopic surgery [9,35,36]. In comparison there is limited evidence on the use of high fidelity simulation for bronchoscopy training. Due to the costs of the development and their production, only a small number of commercial bronchoscopy VRS are available (Table 1). An example of a complex training system is the Dexter™ (Replicant, Wellington, New Zealand), which is a modular, non-anatomical endoscopic dexterity training system, composed of a series of channels and images [37,38]. Although not a true VRS model, this system has been shown to improve dexterity-related psychomotor skills essential for bronchoscopy. True VRS models include AccuTouch® (HT Medical and Immersion Corporation, Gaithersburg, USA), the BRONCH Mentor™ (Simbionix, Cleveland, Ohio, USA) and EndoVR CAE Healthcare, Sarasota, FL, USA) with average cost of over $100,000 each, and a more cheaper (around $25,000) computer-based bronchoscopy simulator developed by Chen and colleagues [39] (Table 1). These high fidelity VRS are composed of a proxy bronchoscope modeled on a conventional scope, which may be inserted to the manikin nasal passages robotic interface that tracks the motion of proxy scope and simulation software within a personal computer and screen that generates the VRS images of the airways and bronchial tree [33,40]. Once the scope is inserted the computerized program allows for realistic vocal cords, trachea and bronchial tree imaging as the trainee navigates the scope, records actions of the user including duration of the procedure, number of bronchial segments entered, collisions with the bronchial wall and amount of medication used [33,39]. Furthermore, these simulators incorporate a realistic simulation environment of virtual patients modeled on real cases with realistic responses including vital signs and potential complications such as hypoxia and hypotension, as well as simulation of awake sedation, topical anaesthesia, anatomy atlas, 3-D orientation, performance metrics, retrospective evaluation of performance and tutorials. Within this complex data set and experience trainees gain new skills, knowledge in the safe environment of clinical skills laboratory including experience of maneuvering of the bronchoscope, learning bronchial anatomy using up-to-date graphic technology and physiological responses, and the psychomotor skills necessary to become competent in performing fiberoptic bronchoscopy which optimizes the learning curve of the trainee [33,40]. Hence, VRS bronchoscopy allows for bronchoscopic skill acquisition maintenance and assessment, subsequent skill development, potential cost reduction, increased competency with potential improvement in patient safety. VRS bronchoscopy can be programmed for a number of additional features such as variations in anatomy, degree of difficulty and physiological responses thus allowing the trainee to assess response to their actions. Moreover, VRS provides, built in feedback permitting independent learning, realistic graphics for enhanced learning as well as independent learning together with quantitative assessment using objective data for skills monitoring.
Table 1. Examples of virtual reality bronchoscopy simulators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VR simulator</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Evidence/characteristics</th>
<th>Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dexter™ (Replicant, Wellington, New Zealand),</td>
<td>A modular non-anatomical, endoscopic dexterity training system, composed of a series of channels and images</td>
<td>Improvement in psychomotor skills required for bronchoscopy [33,37,38,40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AccuTouch® HT Medical and Immersion Corporation (Gaithersburg, MD, USA)</td>
<td>Proxy bronchoscope, a robotic interface device, a monitor, and simulation software. Plastic face with nostrils to introduce proxy bronchoscope.</td>
<td>Improved duration of the procedure, bronchial wall collisions, segmental visualization [33,40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRONCH Mentor™ Simbionix (Cleveland, Ohio, USA)</td>
<td>Proxy bronchoscope, a robotic interface device, a monitor, and simulation software. Plastic face with nostrils to introduce proxy bronchoscope</td>
<td>Modular training, virtual patient cases, tactile feedback realistic visualization -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EndoVR CAE Healthcare (Sarasota, FL, USA)</td>
<td>Proxy bronchoscope, a robotic interface device, a monitor, and simulation software. Plastic face with nostrils to introduce proxy bronchoscope</td>
<td>Modular training, virtual patient cases, tactile feedback realistic visualization -</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer based bronchoscopy simulator</td>
<td>Proxy bronchoscope                      Plastic face with nostrils to introduce proxy bronchoscope PC and monitor</td>
<td>High level of satisfaction and realism of VR Novices compared with experts had poor outcome in duration of the procedure, identification and entrance into bronchial segments, pathologies identified, and collisions with airways [39]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Simulator” refers to a physical object or representation of the full or part task to be replicated [56].

6. VRS Bronchoscopy Studies

Bronchoscopy training is an area of respiratory medicine where an argument for VRS may be compelling. Whilst technical aspects of performing bronchoscopy are important, the application of skills in the clinical context, and learner-centered and patient-focused training are of equal relevance. Currently, in the literature there are 12 studies that have used VRS bronchoscopy (Table 2). Five of these were randomized clinical trials [10,38-41] and of those only two assessed intubation using simulation bronchoscopy [38,40]. Of the three studies that assessed the full bronchoscopy procedure, two included one session on a simulator [39,41] and the third 20 bronchoscopies on a simulator in three to four sessions [10]. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of simulation based bronchoscopy training incorporated additional studies [42]. These studies included animal models, manikins, designed artificial models or VRS bronchoscope and endobronchial ultrasound training [26,43-49]. These studies used various differing models and demonstrated benefits from using simulation for purpose of bronchoscopy training. Moreover the systematic review and meta-analysis concluded that simulation based bronchoscopy as based on the limited available studies was effective when compared with no intervention [42].

The outcomes measured in the studies on simulation bronchoscopy training depended on the design, duration and the subjects participating in the study as well as the technology used. The studies using VRS bronchoscopy assessed outcomes such as duration of the procedure, identification of the bronchial segments and collisions with the bronchial wall. These relatively objective parameters can be incorporated within the software technology of the high fidelity simulators. The limitations of using these parameters are related to the fact that they mainly assess technical skills. As the repetitive practice on the simulator should increase muscle memory and hand-eye co-ordination, the studies confirmed that simulation training improved these outcomes for novices and trainees of different level bronchoscopy skills [10,31,41,50]. The improvement in these outcomes was seen with both one off session on a simulator as well as repeated training over time [10,12,33,51]. Although at initial sessions the novices’ performance was inferior to that of experienced bronchoscopists, after a short period of training novices compared with experienced operators were able to perform more thorough examinations and missed significantly fewer segments in both the inanimate and VRS models [51]. Moreover by assessing these outcomes investigators were able to distinguish between the level of bronchoscopy experience [10]. Other shortfalls of these randomized controlled studies were the small subject number, variation in study designs and use of different VRS. The size limitation relates to the fact that each training program recruits a small number of new trainees each year, which is partially compensated by studying bronchoscopists at different levels of expertise or by
Table 2. Studies using virtual reality (VR) simulation bronchoscopy (SB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Design of the study</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Number of subjects</th>
<th>Simulator type</th>
<th>Outcomes measured</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colt et al. [51]</td>
<td>Prospective cohort study</td>
<td>4 h of group instruction and 4 h of individual unsupervised practice using VR and inanimate simulator</td>
<td>5 novices 4 experienced bronchoscopists</td>
<td>VR bronchoscope and inanimate model</td>
<td>Dexterity, speed, and accuracy</td>
<td>Improvement in duration of the procedure, bronchial wall collisions, segments missed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective observational study</td>
<td>Assessment of skills using VR SB and comparison SB with conventional training</td>
<td>9 experts 8 intermediates 11 novices Randomised component 6 novices (3 in each arm)</td>
<td>VR AccuTouch Flexible Bronchoscopy Simulator (Immersion Medical, Gaithersburg, MD)</td>
<td>Comparison of skills between trainees with different level of experience Duration of the procedure, bronchial segments entered, bronchial wall collisions</td>
<td>VR can distinguish between the level of experience of the operator Improved duration of the procedure, bronchial wall collisions, segmental visualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ost et al. [10]</td>
<td>Randomised controlled study</td>
<td>VR simulation for fibreoptic intubation</td>
<td>20 novices</td>
<td>VR AccuTouch Flexible Bronchoscopy Simulator (Immersion Medical, Gaithersburg, MD, USA)</td>
<td>Duration of the procedure, technical skills, bronchial wall collisions</td>
<td>Improved duration of the procedure, bronchial wall collisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowe et al. [40]</td>
<td>Randomised controlled study</td>
<td>7 - 10 sessions on VR bronchoscopy simulator</td>
<td>9 novices 9 experienced bronchoscopists</td>
<td>VR SB (HT Medical Systems, Gaithersburg, MD, USA)</td>
<td>Duration of procedure, visualized segments, bronchial wall collisions</td>
<td>VR improves duration of the procedure, bronchial wall collisions, bronchial segments visualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorthy et al. [33]</td>
<td>Prospective parallel cohort study</td>
<td>One hour of training with VR bronchoscopic simulator</td>
<td>5 novices 5 intermediates</td>
<td>VR SB Immersion Medical (Gaithersburg, MD, USA)</td>
<td>Verbal, physical cues, examination character</td>
<td>More systematic examination, less verbal and physical cues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blum et al. [41]</td>
<td>Randomised controlled study</td>
<td>Testing knowledge by using MCQ and technical skills by using VR SB</td>
<td>12 respiratory medicine trainees</td>
<td>VR SB Immersion Medical (Gaithersburg, MD, USA)</td>
<td>Theoretical knowledge and technical skills</td>
<td>VR BS is realistic, improves skills Performance on simulator not related to clinical experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford et al. [50]</td>
<td>Observational study</td>
<td>Comparing Dexter™ and Choose the Hole Model Assessment on manikin and clinical bronchoscopies on study participants</td>
<td>40 anaesthetic trainees Practice over a period of 3 months Non-anatomical endoscopy trainer Dexter™ (Replicant, Wellington, New Zealand)</td>
<td>Duration of the procedure, anatomical examination Global Rating Score for bronchoscopy manipulation</td>
<td>Duration of the procedure, anatomical examination Global Rating Score for bronchoscopy manipulation</td>
<td>Duration of the procedure, anatomical examination Global Rating Score for bronchoscopy manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin et al. [38]</td>
<td>Randomised controlled study</td>
<td>Simulation practice observation of real bronchoscopy Simulation on two cases</td>
<td>20 novices 10 experts</td>
<td>VR Computer-based bronchoscopy simulator (CBBSS)</td>
<td>Time of the procedure, identification and entrance into bronchial segments, pathologies identified, collision with airways, satisfaction and realism</td>
<td>Time of the procedure, identification and entrance into bronchial segments, pathologies identified, and collisions with airways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [39]</td>
<td>Comparison conventional and VR SB training</td>
<td>Simulation practice observation of real bronchoscopy Simulation on two cases</td>
<td>20 novices 10 experts</td>
<td>VR Computer-based bronchoscopy simulator (CBBSS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Training Novices and the Learning Curve

There is good evidence to suggest that novice trainees can gain basic skills of bronchoscopy through simulation training [10,12,41]. VRS bronchoscopy can improve cognitive and technical skills [51]. Additionally, novice trainees who practiced on a bronchoscopy simulator when compared with those trained using conventional methods performed better with regards to procedure time, nurse observer perception and percentage of identified bronchial anatomy [10]. Studies using VRS bronchoscopy were able to assess the learning curve for skill acquisition of this procedure. Smith and colleagues have reported that during naso-tracheal intubation training using endoscopic video camera system and a bronchial tree model, the half-time learning curve was 9 procedures with time reduction between the first and the eighteenth procedure from 132 to 49 seconds [52]. Following simulation training the novices exhibited similar level of skill as trainees who had performed ten naso-tracheal intubation bronchoscopy procedures on real patients [40]. Similarly, novices improved their skills after performing 20 bronchoscopies on a simulator in terms of speed, percentage of segments visualized, and collisions [10]. Others observed that 1 hour of practice on VRS bronchoscopy effectively trained novices’ basic bronchoscopy skills and anatomy [41]. In fact, there was no difference when novices’ skills were assessed on a real patient against trainees with 2 - 3 years experience in bronchoscopy [41]. When testing on a simulator there is a significant improvement in the performance in the novices between first and sixth sessions as percentage of visualized segments, time taken for the procedure and number of collisions with the bronchial wall [33].

It is well recognized that trainees acquire bronchoscopy skills at different rate although 50 procedures may be enough to achieve competency and majority will be deemed competent by the time they perform 100 procedures [5,25]. To achieve mastery of a procedure repeated practice is necessary and there is variation in time required to develop psychomotor skills for performing bronchoscopy between individuals [12]. Moreover, there is a rapid learning curve during the first 30 bronchoscopies and this slows down when performing 30 - 100 procedures but the peak of learning persists beyond first 50 procedures. This is in contrast to previous findings that suggested that competency of bronchoscopy can be achieved by performing 50 bronchoscopies [25]. The use of bronchoscopy simulation can speed up the initial
learning curve and mastering of bronchoscopy skills which is dependent on hand-eye coordination [12]. There is good evidence that learning bronchoscopic procedural skills in a clinical skills laboratory using simulation technology can be successfully transferred to patient care [41]. Also, manikin simulation skill correlates with real-life bronchoscopy performance suggesting increased likelihood of transfer of endoscopic skills from bench to clinical procedure [38].

Simulation allows for a minimally-invasive procedure such as bronchoscopy to be conducted in a controlled environment using a simulator with no risk to the patient [34]. Moreover training can be tailored to individual trainees’ requirements with feedback being delivered in a timely fashion [53]. In contrast, bronchoscopy skill acquisition in clinical settings raises issues of patient safety, lack of consistency in delivery of standardized level of knowledge, skills and competency [7,23]. Thus training bronchoscopic skills in the clinical setting not only increases potential complications, but also procedure time by a third, besides the documentation and trainee assessments, which in turn culminates into financial inefficiencies [54]. Furthermore, the clinical environment is not conducive to the variation in acquisition of bronchoscopy skills [7,23]. Presently, the markers of competency include duration of training and number of procedures performed. Progressively, there has been a trend to move training from numerical competency to a more objective competency based on knowledge and technical skills assessment. Thus, the theoretical knowledge can be acquired through didactic lectures with simulation bronchoscopy providing opportunity for practical skills acquisition both of which are relevant to comprehension, application and analysis components of learning as well as functioning as a tool for objective competency assessment [33]. Bronchoscopy competency can be defined as the use of knowledge, technical skills to perform the procedure and clinical reasoning for making decisions regarding the procedure and findings for the benefit of individual patients [55]. Whilst acquiring bronchoscopy skills, trainees progress through the stages of novice, advanced beginner, competent provider, proficient provider and expert. VRS bronchoscopy is of relevance at the novice and advanced beginner stages during which trainees follow rigid rules with limited situation perception [12,33].

There is good evidence to suggest that simulation training can address many of the flaws related to the current apprenticeship model, therefore justifying its use in learning bronchoscopy skills. Despite encouraging evidence, incorporation of simulation bronchoscopy into training has been relatively measured. Possible explanations for this may be related to a number of factors such as educators’ preference for traditional methods of bronchoscopy training, costs of simulators, time involved in implementing a simulation bronchoscopy training program and perception of lack of good quality data to support simulation bronchoscopy. There is no denying that VRS bronchoscopy equipment is currently expensive and that simulation training requires time and expertise of a trained faculty [31]. The argument for poor quality data is true in the context of low fidelity simulation bronchoscopy as the current evidence is not sufficient to advocate its use beyond the basic skills training [14,29]. In contrast, there is quality evidence from randomized controlled studies for the use of VRS bronchoscopy being recommended; firstly, for acquisition of bronchoscopy skills with the aim to subsequently transfer of the simulation learned skills to the bedside and secondly, as a tool for development and assessment of competency [11,42]. Moreover, there is evidence that bronchoscopy skills acquired through simulation can be successfully transferred to patients’ care [12,38].

Current literature provides evidence that VRS bronchoscopy can address almost all of the twelve features of medical simulation described by McGaghie et al. [27]. There is good evidence that VRS bronchoscopy can address issues of fidelity, deliberate practice and some aspects of curriculum integration [42]. Besides VRS bronchoscopy can assess acquisition, mastering and maintenance of skills as the measured outcomes are objective and can differentiate between the novices and the experts [12,31]. Additionally, VRS bronchoscopy may have a role in competency assessment using validated tools such as Bronchoscopy Skills and Tasks Assessment (BSTAT) [12,50]. However, there is no evidence to support the use of VRS bronchoscopy for high stake testing such as specialty examinations or providing team learning. Although the latter could easily be addressed through incorporation within simulation of different groups of health workers normally involved with bronchoscopy, which would tackle issues of team composition, interactions and skill maintenance. Similarly, there is little data on the use of VRS bronchoscopy for instructor training, as clinical experience is not a proxy for VRS effectiveness, therefore highlighting need to establish mastery learning models for simulation instructors [27].

8. Conclusion

There is good evidence that VRS bronchoscopy improves technical skills of the procedure, speeds up initial learning curve and that skills acquired are transferrable to real life bronchoscopy. Therefore it can be recommended, based on evidence from randomized controlled studies that VRS should be used for training bronchoscopy prior to performing the procedure on patients as prior VRS bronchoscopy training results in decreased procedure time, bronchial wall contact, improved procedure effi-
cacy and accuracy, and subsequent sustained improvement for procedures performed on patients. Whilst there are costs related to simulation training the benefits in the form of improved learning environment, standardized training and assessment, and patients’ safety greatly favour and grossly justify the use of VRS bronchoscopy.
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